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Doing Discourse Analysis 
Abstract 
My hope in writing this chapter is to generate enthusiasm for geographical research employing discourse 
analysis. My intention is to provide some advice on doing discourse analysis to facilitale the design of 
research. I first outline why some geographers have been inspired by this approach. I suggest how 
Foucauldian discourse analysis is a break from other critical methods applied to textual analysis, 
including content analysis, semiology, and iconography. The theoretical underpinnings of the method 
provided by Michel Foucault, a French poststructuralist philosopher, is a key source of difference. I 
therefore condense Michel Foucault's contribution to discourse analysis by sketching out his key 
theoretical concepts and their methodological implications. To discuss the methodological implications 
0f doing discourse analysis I draw upon the advice of feminist geographer Gillian Rose and linguist 
Norman Fairclough. I provide a list of questions to help implement a Foucauldian approach to discourse 
analysis and illustrate their implications lor 'doing' geography by drawing upon examples. This chapter 
should therefore be read only as an appetiser as there are many forms of discourse analysis. The 
suggested readings provide a much larger selection of the theoretical and methodological possibilities. 
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Why are open questions more suited to qualitative research than closed questions7 
Why is the choice 01 the mode 01 questionaire distribution specilic to the nature 01 the sample 
and the nature 01 the research topic? 
Why should we avoid 'clos川g'open question responses lor the purpose 01 reporting lindings7 
What are the limitations 01 the use 01 questionaires lor qualitative research? 
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CHAPTER OVERVIEW 
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l比ta抗tethe des幻Igrη】0ぱ1research. 1 lirst outline why s印omege叩ogr問aphe町rshave ben i川nsp仰l問問dby t出hi陪s 
approach. 1 suggest how Foucauldian discourse analysis is a break lrom other critical methods 
aplied to textual analysis， including content analysis， semiology， and iconography. The theo-
retical underpinnings 01 the method provided by Michel Foucault， a French poststructuralist 
philosopher， is a k町source01 di汗erence.1 therelore condense Michel Foucault's contribution to 
discourse analysis by sketching out his key theoretical concepts and their methodological impl卜
cations. To discus the methodological implications 01 doing discourse analysis 1 draw upon the 
advice 01 leminist geographer Gilian Rose and linguist Norman Fairclough. 1 provide a list 01 
questions to help implement a Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis and ilustrate their 
implications lor 'doing' geography by drawing upon examples. This chapter should therelore be 
read only as an apetiser as there are many lorms 01 discourse analysis. The suggested read-
川gsprovide a much larger selection 01 the theoretical and methodological posibilities 
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INTRODUCTION: GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE AS AN 
EXPRESSION OF HUMAN IDEAS 
We must not imagine that the world turns towards us a legible face which we would have only 
to deciphe工Theworld is not the accomplice of our knowledge; there is no prediscursive prov-
idence which disposes the world in our favour (Foucault 1981， p.67) 
Many geographe四 areconstantly challenged by the writings of the French philosopher Michel 
Foucault to ref1ect upon geog阻 phicalknowledge. Challenges for both what is geographical 
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